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MINERALS WANTED
We are always buying minerals of many different kinds. W hat have you?
Mail us samples of any loose crystals, fine groups of crystals or pure m asses of rare minerals.
If specimens are beautiful, so much the better, but we also buy ugly minerals if  they have scien

tific interest. M eteorites are especially desired. W e are the largest dealers in the world. 
Over sixty years of helpful service at the same location.
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84— 102 College Avenue Rochester, New York
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ADDITIONS TO THE FACULTY

R. Q. BROWN LA D ESSA  HALL LESLIE A. MARCHAND
Our new  Instructor in  M athematics and Civil 

Engineering is  Robert Q. Brown. Mr. Brown re
ceived the degree o f Bachelor o f Science in E lectri
cal Engineering from the U niversity o f W ashington  
in  1916, and w as then engaged in the United S tates  
Reclamation Service until December 1917, when he  
entered the Army. U ntil February 1919, Mr. 
Brown wa3 in the S ignal Corps Service, be
coming 2nd Lieutenant. A fter  leaving the Arm y  
he was instructor in Civil Engineering at the U ni
versity o f W ashington, until he cam e to Alaska.

Miss La D essa H all is Professor in the new de
partment o f Business Adm inistration. M iss H all is  
a  graduate o f the U niversity of Idaho, receiving the 
degree o f Bachelor of A rts in Business Adm inistra
tion in 1920. She w as teacher o f commercial work  
in the Idaho F alls H igh School, the Boise High  
School, and resigned a  position w ith the Lewis and

Clark H igh School in Spokane, W ashington, to  come 
to Alaska. W hile a t the University o f Idaho Miss 
Hall w as student assistant in the School of Business 
Administration.

L eslie A . Marchand, Professor o f French and In
structor in English, graduated from the* U niversity  
of W ashington w ith the degree of Bachelor o f Arts, 
in 1922, and the follow ing year received a Master’s 
Degree with a major in  English and minor in 
French from the sam e university. During under
graduate' days Mr. Marchand had considerable jour
nalistic experience, being editorial writer for the 
U niversity of W ashington Daily, for three years, and 
A ssociate Editor of The Columns. During the three 
years before h is coming to A laska he w as A ssistant 
in the Department o f English at the U niversity. He 
has been elected to membership in Phi Beta Kappa, 
and in Sigm a Upsilon, a national literary fraternity.

THE SECOND YEAR

This Farthest North College has grown since the la st number of the Collegian came from the 
press in a  w ay to compel the attention even of those who were sceptical at the tim e of its humble 
beginning. W hen the College opened its  doors little  more than a  year ago, on the 18th o f Sep
tember, 1922, there were six  students enrolled; there are now 65 registered and every indication 
that the registration w ill grow to more than a  hundred before the year is out. This year three, new  
members have been added to the faculty and one new department, Business Administration. A 
wing to the original building which mure than doubles the floor space available for classrooms 
and laboratories was completed shortly after school began in the fall, and a  compressor house 
and experimental mine are now being operated at the foot of the College hill by men in the Mining 
Short Course. W ith equipment equal to and in some cases surpassing that of technical schools 
outside, in its  second year A laska’s college is established too firm ly for fear or doubt, and needs 
now only the advertising of its  friends to draw students from all parts and become the pride of the 
Territory.
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The Roadhouse End of the Trail
By MARGARET THOMAS '

UR DOUBLE ENDER, heaped high 
with mail had been dragged a long and 
weary way since midnight of the fourth 
of May. Now we were come to the "last 

crossing of the Tanana, and water was flowing 
over the anchor ice,

“ You’ll have to climb up again, little lady,” 
said the driver, I ‘ and don’t be scared if the 
horses have to swim; the roadhouse is right 
across here*”

“ Roadhouse” sounded heavenly. I drag
ged myself and my enormous sheep-lined coat 
to the top of the canvas-wrapped load, and hung 
to the ropes. We sloshed along over the ice, 
floated over a deep hole, were suspended over 
the bank, for a wee breathless moment, and slid 
up in front of our roadhouse.

It was a log cabin; a log cabin square and 
squat and glorified by red ‘trimmins’. The 
reception committee consisted of four very en
thusiastic malamute pups. Now the proprie
tor oT the gay log cabin appeared : “ How do 
you do?”

“ How do you do? You have soihe cute, 
pups here. ’ ’

• “ Yes, they’re pretty friendly.” :
He continued to stand in front of the' door, 

quite immovable and there followed a conversa
tion of forced brightness on the part of the 
weary traveler—myself—weary and wondering 
why she wasn’t "invited to enter ; wondering 
what secret mystery was developing within the 
doors; feeling wearier every minute; tired of . 
playing with the cute pups; wishing the nice 
driver would come. Weary traveller was Very 
new to trail travel. Finally the immovable 
one opined that “ you might as well come on 
in,” and led the way into the dusky low-ceil- 
inged interior.

An immense black-haired man in stocking 
feet reclined on a fup-covered couch by the win

dow; another benevolent looking red-whiskered 
one stood in the kitchen door. A black cat lay 
in One of the big home-made chairs.

The black-haired man announced that I 
must be tired. The red-bearded one told me 
my lips were chapped and went to a catch-all on 
the wall: “ Try some of this; i t ’s got a French 
name but its good. You’ll have to turn in right 
after dinner; its pretty rough,, travelling at 
night like this. Better set up to the stove, an’ 
get your feet warm. Ernie’11 have some chow 
pretty quick. How’s that no-good Donaldson 
fellow treat you?”

This last as the nice driver entered. * I 
leaned back in the big chair, feet against the 
stove, in blissful comfort, while the men talked 
in cheerful commonplaces, about the horse that 
had gone lame, how the wind blew last night, the 
state of the rivers. The fire crackled, the cat 
curled into a rounder ball, Ernie cheerily rat
tled dishes in the next room; all so blessedly or
dinary and comfortable, after the snowdrifts 
and five rivers crossed in the past, eighteen 
thrilling hours.

I lazily viewed the furnishings of the room; 
the table by the window  ̂ covered with red da
mask and piled high with magazines, medicine, 
penknives; the rude washbench by the door, 
comb and brush hanging by chains above it ; the 
brilliant calendars hung at all angles on the tar
paper walls, and the big fur rugs on the plank 
floor. So this was. a roadhouse!

Qur wayside inns can hardly be classified 
except as just “ good” or “ bad” ; but there are 
various degrees of each type, , In mere struc
ture they are all rather accidental. The dis
tinction between the two kinds is the difference 
between cleanliness, good food and kindliness 
on the one hand and filth, bad food, and indif
ference on the other.

Down on the Yukon there is a roadhouse
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operated by Crooked Neck Annie and her daugh
ter. . The hostelry consists of two twelve by 
fourteen log cabins, facing each other about ten 
feet apart-, the space roofed over between them.

Frost and storm have cavorted with the 
structure so that log walls and floors progress 
in ripples. The beds are bunds, of course, and 
the potatoes are kept underneath, to prevent 
freezing; rabbits hang from the rafters, thawing 
out.

The doghouses are placed in harmonious 
proximicy all around the two cabins; the travel
ler is devilishly entertained during the night at 
Crooked Neck Annie’s, and at breakfast is serv
ed half-boiled moose and boiled-over coffee, and 
escapes gratefully into the winter morning. 
Fresh air, even at 60 degrees below zero, is bet
ter than an atmosphere Which suggests smoked 
salmon, and moccasins, and a slaughter house.

Let us change the picture: In 1905, John 
Paxson sturdy pioneer, built Paxson’s roadhouse 
and trading post, designed to supply the Slate 
Creek mining district, on the southern slope of 
the Alaskan Range. Here where the then very 
new mail trail wound through the wooded val
ley by a wondrous long lake, he built a square 
two-story log building, of dimensions sufficient 
for store and roadhouse. It was a long freight 
haul, over the range, whether from Fairbanks 
or Cordova, but the country was just being dis
covered then, and there was gold. So John 
Paxson built a substantial structure, trimmed it 
with red outside and applied gorgeous green and 
gold WK.11 paper inside; had big armchairs made 
with moosehide coverings, a counter with a glass 
case, and linoleum on the floors. It must have 
been a real establishment in those fast-moving 
days; in time a telegraph station was there 
established, trappers came and built log cabins 
close by. Here in the spring they congregated 
and spread out and discussed their winter’s 
catch, heard the news of civilization, played pok
er around the big table, ate the good cooking of 
the lad, of the roadhouse. Miners came mush
ing in from the hills, Indian families came with 
their dog teams to trade furs, the six-horse mail

stage came swinging and jingling along twice 
a week. Around Paxson’s centered the activ
ities of a goodly number of Alaska’s pioneers. 
There were and are others of the same quality.

There is no other place like the summit of 
the Alaska Range. No ordinary pen can do 
justice to the quixotic temper of the silent pla
teau. In summer it is such a bubblingly joyous 
fairyland of gentle streams flowing through 
flowering greensward to the great sm iling lake, 
embraced by purple and vermilion mountains 
confidently glorious. In winter all loving fair
ies have departed, and only snow and wind know 
the place.

There is no living thing; in the whiteness 
of the scene only one interruption. It  looks 
like a periscope. It is. It is the stovepipe of 
Yost’s roadhouse. Yes, and there is a sound 
on the wind, the sound of a bell.

If it were dark now, and snowing, and the 
wind coming right across the top of the world, 
and you had been facing it all day, you might 
know what the sound of that bell, tolled by the 
wind demon himself, could mean to a traveller. 
Some have lain down to rest before they caught 
its faint, message. Three of them are buried 
there behind the roadhouse.

Yost’s is very old, and battered by storms, 
like an old ship. The notchings of the logs are 
mended with gasoline can tin and the chinks 
are stuffed with gunnysacks. It is two-stories 
high, but in winter you see the stovepipe, then 
find the hole in the snow nearby, jump down 
into it, and find yourself in a tunnel which 
leads to the door. From the big room inside 
you will find other dank tunnels leading to un
derground rooms where food and fuel are stor
ed. If it were dark when you arrived, you 
would find the bell, and there discover a wire 
fence to follow to the house. Or perhaps you 
will find the stovepipe first, and when you em
brace it, the occupants of the place will realize 
there is something happening up aloft and come 
and get you. Perhaps it is fortunate there is 
only one Summit and one Yost’s.
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This is what the Alaskan, calls a good road- * 
house:

The day is smokingly, crackingly eold; the 
trail could be pictured only by terms not calcu
lated to appear in a.college journal. The.ddgs 
are tired and the musher is dog-tired, and tired 
of dogs and trails and gee-poles. He wonders 
painfully what kind of a layout the next road
house is.

Then just'as the stars are beginning to snap 
brightly, he slips around a wooded point, and 
there it is! Low, rambling, windows twinkr 
ling; a sturdy finger of smoke lifting against

the silhouetted spruces. Just as our musher slides 
up into the yard, the door opens and he is hailed 
by a big man carrying a lantern.

“ Hello, there! Had a tough day of it, 
I bet. I l l  give you a hand here; cold as blazes 
ain’t it? The dog houses are round ’tother 
side; you’ll find a barrel of water for ’em in
side the door; this stuff go inside W ’

1 The warm interior seems to greet him with 
open arms; the big stove made from an oil drum 
fairly sizzles; assorted socks have already been 
hung on the rack above it—and the three or 

Continued on Page 16

Sourdoughs: Present and Past
The young man stepped jauntily from the 

Seward-Fairbanks train. Dressed in the height 
of fashion, he had the appearance of having 
sprung full-grown from a magazine advertise
ment. One instinctively felt that here was a 
man who would, at the proper season, wear 
gaiters without even a transient blush.

* It was a May evening, softly warm, herald
ing the approach of the deathless day—and 
mosquitoes.

The traveler swung onto the bridge at one 
of the most exciting moments of the year." The 
river ice, imprisoned during the long winter, 
had started ' towards the sea. He stopped, 
Watching the annual march . . . . . . . .

• '■The ice flowed more easily, with fewer 
jams. ■ The run was over and the young man, 
ten days in Alaska, had become a sourdough. 
The 'ancient law of the land holds that he who 
witnesses the break-up has become a pioneer;

Sui*ely; those two lines of gleaming steel 
have desecrated the 'name sourdough ! Those 
hardy Ones who gained it early in Alaska’s his
tory alone know what the term implies. For 

. them it was purchased only by months of bit̂  
ter work and pain and stress. Only the more 
fit saw the plunging iee in the Spring. And 
today a? railroad ticket buys the honor.

They are a widely-sung band, these sour
doughs. The tale of the mighty empire they

created while searching for gold is known every
where. In a certain sense the pick of the 
United States , and Canada, first came to the 
Klondike; for only those quick of eye and hand, 
stout, of body, and adventurous of soul dared 
travel into this new, unknown land. Also the 
unfit were quickly weeded out, and it was truly 
a selected band who first became sourdoughs at 
Dawson.

Many made fortunes and left, others found 
gold and stayed. To repeat what is almost an 
axiom, there is a lure, an undefinable, ever
present;lure in this strange country. Whether 
it is caused by the yellow metal, or by the fierce 
joy of battling and conquering the wilderness; 
or by the empty silent places, no man can say.

But civilisation creeps (as it has a habit of 
doing) upon even this, the outmost'of the great, 
empires. The race which dared the dangerous 
passes and Miles Canyon is becoming thinner. 
White collars and neatly cut business suits be- 
gin to replace overalls and flannel shirts. The 
sourdough is retreating—-retreating to the moun
tains which loom so black and sheer in the dis
tance. But he is lost, hopelessly; even today 
an airplane may wind its swift flight Over his 
cabin.

He can not but wonder at the passing of the 
old order.' Alaska’s pioneers builded well and 
left behind them an epie that is glorious.
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A  REINDEER HERD NEAR BROAD PASS

The Reindeer Industry in Alaska
By CLINTON H. MORGAN

UR EARLIEST recollection of the word 
“ reindeer” is likely to be associated 
with the prancing, dancing, swift-foot
ed steeds that so merrily transported 

“ Old St. Nick and his bag of toys” from the 
North Pole to the chimney top on Christmas 
Eve. Later, when we learned that St. Nick 
did not exist, we felt that the reindeer, too, 
might be only a myth.

To the average person, a reindeer is merely 
a curiosity, interesting, but of no great economic 
importance. It is not generally known that 
many tribes of Eskimos along the Alaskan coast 
depend upon the reindeer for both food and 
clothing. Across the Bering Straits in North
ern Siberia and westward to Lapland, the rein
deer is the most valuable of domesticated ani
mals. Just when the first reindeer was domes
ticated is not definitely known, but the Siberian 
tribes have been using them for centuries and 
it seems probable that the sledge deer were in

harness at as early a date as was the horse in 
the regions farther south.

The typical reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) 
is not native to Alaska, but was first introduc
ed in 1891, at" the instance of Dr. Sheldon Jack
son, then General Agent of Education in Alas
ka, who sponsored the plan. The natural game 
supply was becoming so reduced that at times 
entire native villages were on the point of actual 
starvation. It was hoped that the domesticated 
reindeer would furnish a reliable, permanent 
food supply and, at the same time, promote 
thrift and industry. Sixteen deer were pur
chased in Siberia, put on board the revenue cut
ter, Bear, and after a voyage of over one thou- 
and miles, requiring nearly three weeks’ time, 
were landed in good condition at Amakuak Is
land, in the harbor of Unalaska. They were 
given the run of the island and successfully pass
ed the winter without the care of herders.

The following summer, one hundred seven-
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^ty-six more were imported and subsequent pur
chases brought the total number to twelve hun
dred eighty in 1902, when importation ceased. 
Siberian herders were employed to instruct the 
Eskimos in the art of reindeer management. 
They did not prove satisfactory, however, . and 
were replaced by Laplanders, who, proved to be 
better herdmasters. During their term of service 
they were responsible for the care of the herds 
and for the training of Eskimo apprentices. Up
on finishing a five-year apprenticeship, the Es
kimo was alloted a certain number of deer and 
became a full-fledged herder. He then had 
the choice of working for the Government or 
of going into business for himself, but in either 
case, he was required to train other young ap
prentices, and thus perpetuate the knowledge 
and skill gained during his own training period. 
Under this plan the Eskimo has passed from the 
primitive stage to the pastoral; having a con
stant food supply, improved living conditions, 
and an opportunity to accumulate wealth.

This is an outstanding example of construc
tive Government work and has been successful
ly handled by the Bureau of Education. Un
der its direction the natives are not allowed to 
sell female deer, except to the Bureau. This 
provision was necessary during the early years 
of the work to insure the industry remaining in 
the hands of the natives until there were in Al
aska, a sufficient number of reindeer to support 
the native population. In 1921 the Bureau of 
Education reported approximately 180,000 rein
deer in Alaska. Two-thirds Of these reindeer, 
representing a value of $3,000,000 are the prop
erty of the natives.

The white owners employ either Eskimo or 
Indians herders. The,foreman, usually called 
the chief herder, must be a good executive, di
rect the work of the herding crew, and be re
sponsible for the welfare of the herd. Reiri'- 
deer are maintained on pasture the year around 
without additional ! food or shelter. Open 
grazing should be practiced. The herd spreads 
out at will and is disturbed as little as possible. 
It is circled each day by two herders. Tracks

are observed, and if small bands have -strayed 
too far from the main herd they are worked in 
nearer the center. Well trained dogs are used 
with some of the herds and are valuable time 
savers. But this phase of the industry has 
been somewhat neglected. There is a real scar
city of good herd dogs which, with proper breed
ing and training, could be made to save the 
time of one or more, men in each outfit.

The deer are quite tame, allowing the herd
ers to advance within a few yards, much, closer 
than normally one can approach ordinary range 
cattle. If the herd -becomes frightened the 
members usually bunch up and remain in the 
vicinity instead of “ bolting”, as is often the 
case with cattle. This is taken advantage of

THE ESKIMO TRAVELS THIS WAY

when it is desired to handle the herd in the open. 
The animals are driven to a smooth, level spot, 
such as a frozen lake or pond. One of the herd-, 
ers will cause the herd to divide in such a way 
that the animal to be captured will be in the 
smaller band. This band soon stampedes back 
to the main herd, but in the meantime the other 
men, having taken position, lariats I'eady, in a 
fan-shaped formation, cause the deer to run be
tween the two lines. As they dash past, the 
coil of thin cotton rope is thrown directly at the 
antlers. The deer are swift and close-packed, 
a good sprinter being put to his best efforts to 
get within fifty  or sixty foot casting range ; 
there is no chance to swing the coil in true cow
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boy style. Often the noose misses entirely or 
is tangled in the prongs of the wrong deer. In  
the latter case the herder takes in the rope, hand 
over hand as he walks up to the captive and re
leases it. The method is slow and inefficient. 
It should be used only when a few animals are 
wanted. When the entire herd is handled at 
the spring and fall round-up,. circular corrals 
are used. .By constructing a system of wings, 
poekets, pens and chutes within the corral, the 
herd is handled almost as easily as would be 
the same number of sheep.

Efficient herd management must be prac
ticed if a profitable reindeer industry is to be 
built tip in Alaska. Most of the present herds 
are too small. A herd of from one hundred to 
a thousand will require almost as many herd
ers as one of five thousand. The labor cost per 
animal is many times greater in the case of a 
small herd. On the other hand the very large 
herds are unwieldly; they tend to damage the 
pasture by bunching too closely; the ground is 
more likely to become contaminated with foot 
rot disease; the animals are more exposed to 
worm3, warble-flies- and other parasites. The 
maximum size of an ideal herd has never been 
definitely determined, but is probably about ten 
or twelve thousand animals, depending upon the 
efficiency of the herders, prevalence of disease, 
range conditions and topography.

A range unit includes summer range, win
ter range and a fawning ground. In summer 
the reindeer feeds upon a number of forage 
plants including the lichens, sedges, mosses, 
grasses, willows, alders, Alaska tea berries, 
mushrooms and many others found throughout 
Alaska. It is estimated that two hundred 
thousand square miles of grazing land is avail
able for reindeer pasture which could support 
approximately four million head of deer.

For the winter range, the deer are driven 
to localities, usually among the: foot hills, where 
the reindfeer moss is abundant": This so-called 
moss is a lichen of which between fifty and sixty 
varieties have been identified by the field men

of the Biological Survey. The lichens cover, the 
ground, forming a mat several inches thick. The 
deer scrape the snow away with their hoofs and 
secure their food, even though it be covered 
to a depth of three or four feet. But if a crust 
of ice is formed due to alternating thawing and 
freezing, the deer may not be able to break 
through, and a new pasture must, be found.

The fawning ground is located on a sunny 
slope, well protected from northerly winds, and 
should be in the vicinity of the home ranch for 
two reasons. First: The fawning season is a 
busy one for the herders. For three or four 
weeks men are constantly on duty with the herd 
so that accessibility is of importance. Second: 
Stray deer always tend to wander back to their 
birthplace. Animals have been known to join 
caribou herds, wander with them for months, 
and finally come back to the old fawning 
ground.. If this is near the home ranch it is 
easy to return the wanderers to the herd. The 
pasture allotted to fawning, should not be used 
at other times during the year as the doe needs 
plenty of forage in order to insure milk for the 
fawn.

The reindeer is very fond of salt and will 
travel a long way in order to visit a natural 
‘‘salt-lick” or to get a drink of salt water if 
near the seashore. Very little salting of herds 
has been done as yet, but experiments indicate 
that Crushed rock salt scattered on the bare 
ground would be an aid to the herders in keep
ing the deer on the desired pasture.

The. parent reindeer stock brought to Alas
ka were from the Chukchi herds, a hardy breed 
of medium size, weighing about one hundred 
and fifty  pounds, dressed. In 1901 the gov
ernment brought in two hundred and fifty-four 
Tungas deer, from the region of the Okhotsk 
Sea, Siberia. , This stock is larger, stronger and 
more sturdy than the former and the consequent 
crossing has resulted in the production of larger 
animals.. ,

The caribou (Rangifer Stonei) at times
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mingle with the reindeer herds during the rut
ting season. They are closely related to the 
reindeer but are lighter .in color, less symmetri
cal in form and have longer legs. The nose of 
the caribou is of a Roman type, while' the rein-' 
deer is often slightly dishfaced. These are the 
only members of the deer family in which both 
sexes have- horns. The offspring from these 
chance crossings are larger than the true rein
deer, .Steps are being taken to produce cari- 
bou-reindeer-crosses under controlled conditions 
in the hope of producing a superior breed.

The reindeer is the only draft animal in 
Arctic regions that is able to secure its own 
food while on a journey. A  fair sized deer will 
draw; a sled with from two. hundred and fifty;; 
to three hundred pounds of freight sometimes a 
distance of thirty or forty miles a day. One, 
driver, can manage ten sleds.; The leader is: 
driven by. means of a single line attached to the 
halter and passed back along its left side to the- 
sled. The other deer are tied by their halter 
lines to the sled just in front. In Siberia it is. 
said that caravans of one hundred sleds are 
commonlj' seen. Along the coast region of Al
aska deer have been used on mail routes and for 
freighting. In the Interior the dog team is still 
supreme on the winter trail ; but no doubt the 
deer will replace the dog when the herds become , 
more generally, distributed and more deer are 
trained to the trail. The reindeer make good 
packers for summer travel; they can carry a 
hundred and fifty pounds, and can safely cross 
bogs and swamps where a horse would sink. Ihe 
deet are sometimes used by prospectors for this 
purpoke, taken' far into the hills and at the end 
of the journey utilized for meat.

In the more than thirty years since the do
mesticated reindeer were introduced into Alas
ka, they have, in every way, proved their adap
tability to our climate and range conditions. 
Their ability to double in number each three 
years, to thrive without shelter or cultivated 
feeds, puts them, from the standpoint of cheap

meat production, in a class by themselves. Now 
the industry in a large commercial way, Enough 
dustry ai present only about one-fortieth of its 
possible size? a

.... Several factors must be considered-in ans
wering this question. First of all, the owner
ship of breeding stock is largely with the na
tives, and they cannot be expected to develop 
the industry in a large commercial way. Enough 
deer to supply their own food and clothing, with 
the occasional sale of meet to local traders or 
miners, h as been sufficient for their needs. The 
other sOlirce of breeding stock was from the Lap
landers and this supply was soon exhausted.

Second, am outside market has not been 
fully developed. Reindeer meat is sold as ven-. 
ison in a few of the first-class hotels and res
taurants in the States at exorbitant prices. The- 
market is capable o f: development to such an ex
tent that reindeer meat wiU be as commonly, 
seen in the butcher shops as beef, pork and mut
ton and will compete in price with these stan
dard meats. The States can no longer produce 
cheap meat on free range; the price is gradually 
on the increase; but with the reindeer, the cost 
of production iyill decrease as the herds grow 
larger, due to the vast f reei range available. A s . 
aids to this must be considered improved slaugh-, 
tering facilities, and- the third factor—‘transpor
tation.

Most of Alaska's reindeer are located near 
the coast, from the Aleutian .Peninsula north
ward. The harbors of this portion oi the Ter-; 
ritory are ice-bound the greater part of the 
year; consequently the animals to be Slaughter^ 
ed and exported, must be killed in September. 
Under range conditions, reindeer are not at their 
best until in November or December. The re
sult is that animals are exported that are not 
fully fattened and the meat is not so tender 
and juicy as it otherwise would be. With the 
completion this year of the Government rail
road, there is opened up an immense territory 

Continued on Page 16
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A Romance of Commonplaces
By LESLIE A. MARCHAND

“ W e are such stuff as dream s are made on , . ”
■ f — The Tem pest.

Many and strange things have been done to 
those queer words of. Prospero since Will Shakes
peare gave them into his mouth. So there can 
be no harm now in adding one other distortion: 
“ Statistics are such stuff as dreams are made 
on. ” There has always been for me, I quite 
shamelessly confess, an alluring strangeness in 
the vague hinterlands behind the commonplace 
facts of birthplace and migrations. Something 
of the elusive texture of unfinished dreams be
fore dawn I used to feel (when I was a youngster 
and lived in an oasis in Eastern Washington) in 
fact that people had come from such grandly re
mote places (most of them there, it seemed, were 
from Missouri, Iowa, Illinois or Ohio) and had 
decided at last to make their homes in the par
ticular small town that. I  by force of circum
stances inhabited. Just why they should have 
chosen out of all places in the wide romantic 
world that obscure town bounded on one side 
by the bowlder-banked Columbia River and on 
all others by sand and sagebrush and the scab- 
rocked hills of the Big Bend plateau, was one 
of those unfathomable problems that my curios
ity played over quite insatiably; and one that 
common economic reasons never explained away 
the wonder of.

Perhaps it was a lingering of that early 
romantic curiosity which led me to interview the 
students of this Farthest North College to dis
cover where their lives had carried them before 
they.entered the doors of the A. A. C. and S. or 
M. At any rate I gathered a few of those sup
posedly inhuman,' cold and prosiac facts—sta
tistics—and thereon hangs a tale.

Out on “ The Creeks” where the yellow 
ipounds mark memories, in the feverish golden 
days of discovery. and hand labor when almost

anything was rather more than likely to hap
pen, ten children (college students now) grew 
up in an improbable fairyland of recognized 
commonplaces. There were years of the ordi
nary, miraculous things; of fretting through 
winters; of rejoicing at the thousand forgotten 
charms that came with the “ breakup” in the 
spring; of watching and waiting during silent, 
clear nights when the stars shone out as bright 
and big as the white night lights of a nameless 
city from across the bay, and the moon had a 
subdued and kindly glow like the great, round 
globe of a lone are light in a city park on a 
misty evening. There was a meager life and 
yet aN marvelous one. Were there not marvels 
at every hand in these little valleys that creaked 
with windlasses and groaned from the weight of 
buckets laden with the precious dirt ? In the 
activities of this man’s world where the one po
tent fact was gold ? In the shouts of men and 
their hoarse answers? In the sluice boxes and 
in the deftness with which men handled those 
heavy pansu^ sifting out the “ dust” ? And 
the very clang of distant metal, was it-not car
ried purposely on the still northern air to sing 
marvels into child ears ?

To one girl who had never the opportunity 
to enter a school before she was fifteen, the life 
in “ The Creeks” had a peculiar fascination. 
Near her cabin home was the greatest marvel 
known to that child world—a quartz mine and 
a stamp mill. Often when the spring sun began 
to dally again over the hills and to paint the 
clouds for long hours after its setting and all 
things that lived felt the call of the outdoors, 
the mill too called irresistably to youthful gaz
ers at black figures on White pages. No book, 
no romance even, could vie then with the call 
of the mill. What could be more thrilling than 
to slip away from the home studies, to glide 
through the mill’s enchanted doors and there
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to stand in the trance of its pounding rhythm?
Yet with so mueh of the external dream 

world of the life on the Creeks reconstructed, 
one is still left to wonder what these children 
thought, through the long winter nights when 
the “ folks” gathered about the stove and told 
tales of -the great world commonly known as 
Outside.! What did they conjure: there in the 
picture of that life they had never known? Was 
it very, remote-then and impossible, or very near ? 
Enclosed in a vast loneliness that gave no pain 
because of the anaesthesia of the surgeon of “ use 
and won’t ,” living simply with never a chance 
to be drunk with the razzle-dazzle of life ’s 
showy things, learning the ways and the talk 
of the “ pitiless, ungentle land” that yet to them 
was kindly in spite of its relentless winters, 
were their day dreams more poignant or more 
delightful because of sweetly unsatisfieeKlong- 
ings?

And in this dry basket of statistics lie other 
tales. In Fairbanks where the chimneys of 
hundreds of log houses sent white columns of 
smoke upward to magnify the silence of cold 
winter mornings, in that distant time when Don 
Pedro and his partner were hailed on the streets 
in the living flesh and greeted by miners; when 
queer things would be happening behind swing
ing doors where the lights burned till dawn; 
when a team of lunging, straining sled dogs com
ing in from the Valdez trail could set the whole 
town in motion toward the post office—in that 
far remote time other children that are now 
college students lived in the delight of the 
town’s bustle and strangely moving life. Were 
there not days, heart gladdening and pulse 
quickening days, when, after the ice had gone 
out of the river carrying with it the wooden 
bridge that connected the life on the two banks 
of the Chena, the big river boats began to puff 
and flay the water with their stern wheels and 
to whistle the shrill tones of parting ?

There are names too that resurrect for these 
students a whole fabric of forgotten days. Four 
of them were bom in Dawson and others came

there first in the boom days and later moved to 
Fairbanks. Forty-seven below Bonanza was 
the birthplace of one sophomore who retains 
fragments of memories of the creeks about Daw
son ‘and of months spent without ever seeing 
another child. One girl has lived on a dairy 
farm near Fairbanks all her life—a revealing 
fact for outsiders who picture a desolate land. 
Another was born on the lower Kuskokwim and 
knows a deal about Indian village life. Two 
were in the San Francisco earthquake and fire. 
Several of these students have lived on the 
Alaskan coast for a number of years. One was in 
Seward for thirteen years; one came to Anchor
age when it Was a tent city and the building of 
the railroad was making it a boom town of a 
different sort than Alaska has ever seen. One 
man among the lot has called Juneau his home 
for most of his life and another comes from 
Chickaloon, so that a good bit of northern geo: 
graphy is represented on the College rolls. One 
of the regular students came from Russia, and 
six cheechakos add to the leavening of the “ col
lege spirit.”

One may look in the- basket again and find 
further food for romancing. Most of these 
students, born in the States or in Canada, have 
lived the greater part of their lives in Alaska. 
How familiar now is the fact, how commonplace 
and how full an inkwell for some romancer’s 
pen! Nine of them are Sons and Daughters of 
the Golden North, several of whom have never 
been Outside or even out of the Interior. One ' 
might build much rhetoric and fine phrasing 
on that, but what is there Of Conjuring in words 
that can quite do it justice, that can construct 
the meaning of it to these young sourdoughs? 
With many individual differences, they are in 
the main a happy and homogeneous group, the 
students of this Farthest North College. With 
all the tradition of the old Alaska behind them 
and all the experience of the new before 
has the future not a right to expect much ?

Their experiences in the Alaska of tradition, 
Continued on P age 21
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Concerning Moonlight
By ARCHIE M. TRUESDELL

Do you remember reading in your geogra
phy book once upon a time about the seasons of 
the Arctie? Do you remember its saying that 
the sun shines on the north pole all summer, 
reaching at midsummer, about 23 1-2 degrees 
beyond the pole; and that in winter the sunshine 
does not reach the north pole, or, in midwinter, 
any place north of the Arctic Circle which has 
a latitude of about 66 1-2 degrees? Here at 
Fairbanks, the summer sun dips below the north
ern horizon only a little way and soon comes up 
again; so the summer days grow to about 21 
hours in length and the nights are short and not 
dark. In winter the days are short and the 
nights correspondingly long as the sun is above 
the southern horizon only about 3 or 4 hours.

Did you ever notice that the moon behaves 
in the same way as the sun does in this respect ? 
It does, in fact; but while the sun comes north 
and goes back south again once each year, the 
moon makes the round trip in about four weeks.

In the latitude of our College (64 deg. 51 
min. 21 sec.), we see the moon but little in sum
mer; for, when its dark-side is not toward us, it 
is above the southern horizon only a short while 
and then is not conspicuous because the sun, be
ing only a little way below the northern hori
zon, does not permit darkness.

But in winter this is changed and the Chee- 
chako marvels at the beauty of our nights. The 
full moon in midwinter rises a little east of 
north, swings around to the south high in the 
sky like the summer sun and sets a little west of 
north, shining on us for 18 to 20 hours con
tinuously.

If you will notice the accompanying sketch, 
I will endeavor to show you how these things 
happen. If you were away out in space, direct
ly east of the College, you would see the earth 
as represented by the circle in the sketch, with 
the College at C, the earth’s axis as.shown by

the line A—A, the horizon of the College as in
dicated by the line H—H, and the north pole 
at P.

Suppose it is about the time of full moon 
at noon in midwinter. The noon sun is of 
course toward your left from C, as you are 
looking west. The sun ’s light then does not 
reach the north pole ; that is, the sun is below 
the pole’s horizon. But it is about 1 3-4 de
grees above our horizon H—H as shown. Now 
when the moon is full, the sun, the earth, and 
the moon are approximately in a straight line, 
with the earth between the sun and the moon. 
Not exactly in line, of course, for then the moon 
would be in the earth’s shadow and so would be 
eclipsed; but they are so nearly so that we see 
a full circle of the moon illuminated. So at the 
time under consideration, the full moon is at 
the right in the sketch and opposite the sun. No
tice that the light from the moon now hot only 
reaches the north pole but also reaches past it 
nearly to the College, just as the sun?s light 
does in summer. That is, the moon is very little 
below our horizon H—H in the north.

Continued on P age 23
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The College Equipment
. By MARY SHAFER

In the erection of any institution, the build
ing, itself is, of course, the first to be considered, 
and so it was in the case of the A. A. C. and S. 
of M .: After five years of patient waiting a
small two-story building was'constructed on 
the site where, in 1915, the corner stone bad been 
laid; but the greater problem soon presented 
itself. Ah agricultural college and school of 
mines required equipment which would entail a 
large expenditure of mOney' the most part of 
which was yet to be obtained .

But, although the task of properly equip
ping the College seemed almost impossible, it was 
accomplished because of the fact that for two 
years a surplus fund had been allotted to the 
College from the Federal Fund, and when the 
institution opened in/September 1922, equip
ment had been purchased which promised suc: 
cess in ’ the courses offered.

The department, of geology, which is de 
signed as an integral part of the School of Mines, 
i^ equipped with a most complete and compre
hensive supply of laboratory material, careful
ly chosen to meet, the best standards of older in 
stitutions. This includes . all. the standard ‘ 
equipment such as models, maps, microscopic 
equipment and over 2,000 mineral and rock 
specimens representative of all the important 
mineral provinces of the world. In addition, 
a large Collection of Alaskan rocks and minerals 
are now being assembled.

A visitor entering" the large, well-lighted 
laboratories* finds at his disposal one of- the most 
complete mineral collections in Western Ameri
ca. These are nOt sealed away in museum cases 
but are available for close examination and de
tailed study. All equipment is segregated into 
comprehensive groups designed to serve the 
nee(Js of the engineering students and the men 
who come in from the “ hills” each winter to 
take the short course for miners and prospectors.

During the first year the mining and metal

lurgical courses were confined to a small space, 
but with the completion of the wing to the main 
building facilities for this work have greatly in
creased. Larger; and better arranged laborator
ies are available. Much new equipment, whieh 
is now being installed, has been ordered and will 
be in operation in a short time. The base
ment of the wing, designed, for metallurgy, is 
well-equipped. The laboratories are arranged 
so as to promote a better knowledge of the op-' 
eration and construction of'the equipment. Six 
rooms in the basement are. reserved for the min
ing courses and the Mining Laboratory is located 
on the first floor o f the annex. A fine collec
tion of mining maps and drawings has been, ob
tained from representative mining companies 
throughout the States and Alaska.

The principal equipment of the Civil En
gineering Department is for the drawing and 
surveying courses. There are accomodations 
for twelve students in the drafting work and 
more can be handled by taking twelve at a time. 
The surveying equipment is new and modem, 
consisting of all the necessary instruments. Sev
eral valuable instruments have been loaned to 
the College. By next fall there will be more 
equipment, all of which will be modem and of 
good, quality.

Chief in the botany laboratory are the six 
valuable microscopes, one research model cost
ing $250. About $4,000 worth of equipment has 
been received for the agricultural course al
ready, all of modern design. One pressure 
sterilizer alone eost $350. Besides1 this, more 
equipment has been ordered, including a De 
Laval Separator and a lactometer, used for the 
detection of skimmed or watered milk.

Perhaps what makes Zoology the most in
teresting,' is the study of '̂numerous specimens, 
and the College collection is thoroughly adequate 
there being included everything from a trap
door ant’s.nestto bottled snakes. Altogether, the
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collection is unusually, complete considering the 
short time of collection.

The chemistry department has commodious 
quarters and is equipped for its purpose as well 
as any outside institution. The distance from 
source of supply necessitates that a large and 
varied assortment of chemicals, chemical glass
ware, and apparatus be kept in stock. It is not 
exaggerating to say that, save for handicaps in 
being without the use of the Bunsen Burner and 
gas, the sets of equipment allowed the freshman 
student here is superior to that usually given 
out to underclassmen in other schools. Partly 
due to this and partly to individual attention 
possible alone in small classes, last year’s class 
in qualitative analysis covered far more ground 
than the average class even attempts and were 
finally able to analyze qualitatively with speed 
and accuracy any sample the institution might 
Offer.

Several hundred dollars worth of organic 
chemicals have recently arrived from the re
search. department of the Eastman Kodak Co. 
These satisfy all present needs for presenting a 
standard course in organic chemistry and qual
itative organic analysis.

Several thousands of dollars have been 
spent for physics equipment. As a result this de
partment of the Alaskan College is entirely as 
well equipped for the purpose of undergraduate 
work as most colleges and universities of the 
States,

The equipment includes a great variety of 
high grade scientific articles illustrating the 
properties of matter, laws of motion, mechanics 
of fluid, and manifestations of heat, magnetism, 
electricity and light.

The electrical laboratory is particularly 
well fitted out, including a complete set of 
Evans’ Progressive Electro-Dynamic Equip
ment, the last word in the study of current elec
tricity on a class' room scale.

. One valuable part of: the physics apparatus 
consists of a variety of vacuum tubes to; display 
the phenomena of electric, discharge, in eyacuat: 
ed space; -

Natural development in experimental scien
ces give rise to new requirements in demonstra
tive apparatus and instruments. Twenty-five 
years is a small span in the life of an education
al institution, but in the last quarter century 
there has been a complete revolution in the meth
ods of presentation of an experimental science 
and this change necessitates new equipment de
signed to fulfill the new requirements. As a re
sult many of the expensive instruments of an 
older school have become obsolete or are used 
with poor results. The College here has a dis- 
stinct advantage with new and thoroughly up- 
to-date physical apparatus.

The library is not the least important in the 
college equipment; each mail brings new vol
umes to be added to the rapidly growing store. 
Technical books on all subjects are included be
side a good working library in English and Am
erican literature. Although it is the collection 
of barely two years there are already approxi
mately 4200 volumes, many of which have been 
presented to the College by leaders of the busi
ness, political, and literary World, and a regular 
subscription to the periodicals which touch upon 
any phase of the courses offered, is kept up.

The Business Administration and the Home 
Economics Courses have been adjudged among 
the most efficient and best equipped of western 
schools, many of which are of some years longer 
standing, and in much more advantageous loca
tions. There are six Underwood typewriters, 
an adding machine, a mimeograph, office files, 
and all the smaller office equipment at the dis 
posnl of the Business students, while those taking 
the course in’ Home Economics have for their 
use four Singer machines, four oil stoves, a fine 
range, and all kitchen utensils needed. The 
laboratories are large and well lighted.

In equipping the'College it has been the 
object of th^ c in Charge to obtain only the new
est and best of everything . This has meant the 
expenditures of sums much above the average in 
many instances^ but the result has been a higher: 
standord for the school and a greater promise of;

Continued on Page 21
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THE REINDEER INDUSTRY IN  ALASKA  
Continued from P age 10

suitable for reindeer grazing and directly con
nected with the port of Seward, open to navi
gation the year around. With this available 
range open to the best of shipping facilities, it 
is reasonable to expect that numerous herds will 
in the near future occupy this territory. When 
production warrants the investment, stockyards 
and packing plants will be installed, the meat 
exported in refrigerator ships, or marketed as 
canned meat, and the by-products, now almost 
entirely wasted, will be utilized.

With this in view, one may in all probabil
ity expect in this generation to see the establish
ment of the old-time cattle or sheep baron trans
ferred to Arctic and Sub-Arctic Alaska. One 
may see the great home-ranch with its corrals 
and buildings, the range camps at ten, twenty 
or thirty miles, the retinue of herders, foremen, 
sled-deer, instead of ponies, parkas, instead of 
chaps. Who can say that the famous Richard
son trail, the Circle trail, or other trails not 
yet laid out, may not, like the Chisholm trail 
from Texas, witness the passing of thousands of 
animals bound for the markets of the world?

THE ROADHOUSE E N D  OF THE TRAIL  

Continued from  P age 6

four owners of the same greet him heartily from 
the corners of the room, where they are stretched 
out on fur-covered couches: “ Gosh, she’s some 
cold—but wait ’till you get Mother Blake’s roast 
moose and apple pie into yah—you’ll forget 
what a tough day it was.”

And so it happens. Fatigue, discourage
ment and hunger are vanquished by the all
blessed trio, warmth, good food, a good bunk.

Pulling contentedly along next day, the 
musher meets another traveller, and answers 
the eternal, inevitable question: “ You bet i t ’s 
good! If they were all like Dad Blake’s, dog- 
mushing in this man’s country wouldn’t be half 
bad.”

MEMORIES OF A MULLIGAN

For two weeks we had been forced to stay in 
the tiny cabin. Two weeks of loneliness, hard
ship and mulligan stew. Mulligan for breakfast, 
for lunch, and for dinner, forever and ever.

The pleasure and profit of hunting sheep 
had in my eyes sadly diminished along with all 
love-for my partner, One-eyed Johnny, and yes, 
the once relished stew.

Now One-eyed Johnny was a cook and a 
good hunter, so day after day I pined more and 
more. Toward the end of our stay, however, I 
noticed a delightful and unexpected movement 
in the stew, but the reason we could not deter
mine.

Finally came the end of the storm and the 
end of the long suffering stew. I was vigorously 
attacking my helping when my fork encounter
ed something, I knew not what, and holding it 
up I found our long-lost dish rag, missing these 
seven days. The mystery was solved !

My appetite left me, probably out of sor
row for the' untimely end of that worthy and 
highly esteemed article. One-eyed Johnny, 
however, stoic as he is, tenderly laid the dish 
rag on the side of his plate and disposed of the 
rest of the stew.

The Home Economics girls seem to have be
come more popular since they finished their 
clothing work and are now spending more time 
in the Foods labratory. This room, situated on 
the third floor, is well lighted and so well equip
ped that it affords a pleasant place to work. 
With the beautiful white Sanico range, Kerogas 
stoves, running water and many other conveni
ences, the students have every opportunity to ac
complish good results.

What might be considered a good induce
ment for girls to take our Home Economics 
Course is the fact that all the members of the 
1923 class in Home Economics were married be
fore 1924.
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Paddy’s Duty
By DOROTHY D. M’CARTY

According to the United States government 
•mail regulations the Meehan P. 0 . mail was to 
be transported from the town of Fairbanks to 
a very usual and forsaken looking creek bearing 
the same name. From his bird-dog view point 
Paddy had the good fortune to be the postmas
ter’s mail carrier. Consequently we are no 
longer to view Paddy As a keen and intelligent 
bird-dog, but we are to travel his road and feel 
his experience with the same ease with which 
Paddy’s master placed human confidence in 
him. The postmaster’s confidence was even 
greater than human for Paddy’s mistake would 
not be Paddy ’s but his own. He did not have 
the “ chance,” or “ hit or miss” attitude but an 
unrealized trust similar to that of a very young 
child in a parent.

On Monday morning Paddy rose at the 
usual hour without the need of an alarm. He 
blinked at the hay piled around him, then sud
denly bounded to the door pushing it up vig
orously as the thought of the day’s duty came 
into his mind. With a smile the postmaster 
took a kettle of rabbit and riee frorn the stove 
while he watched the exclusive occupant emerge 
from his underground doghouse. Within a few 
seconds the bacon-seasoned rabbit and rice 
steamed from the melted circle in the snow while 
Paddy minced daintily due to no fault of his ap
petite, for the brisk air was very stimulating to 
a canine’s desire for food. An occasional 
glance up that white road he was soon to travel 
proved his anxiety to be on his way, for after 
each longing look he was sure to burn his nose 
and tongue severely.

Big Ben stretched his hands to seven and 
thirty just as a voice echoed across the creek 
‘|Paddy, stand. ’ ’ Then the solitary command
cam e--'A ll right, Boy, go get the mail.” The 
postmaster watehed the three dozen letters and 
the one package move up the road with the 
dog’s even trOt, while he also observed an imper

tinent young man approaching him. “ That’s a 
devil of a way for a fellow’s fifteen page letter 
to reach its destination.” “ Don’t worry, my 
boy, that’s the safest system on the vaHous 
routes, ’ ’ was the reply.

A snowshoe rabbit followed its trail be
tween two large peaked tailing piles which was 
the refuge of a winter’s “ grub stake” that gave 
comfort to the solitary little cabin on the flat. 
Where the trail bore its traveler across the Gov
ernment road, ten miles from Fairbanks Creek, 
the hopping was hastened just in time to catch 
Paddy’s keen scent and eye which Made him has
ten also. One longing, and heart-aching look 
was east down that tiny path, but he jogged 
down the Government road with the mail strap
ped to his back. Out of hearing, seeing and 
smelling of the hurrying game, Paddy picked 
his way along a treacherous glaciered road by 
instinct, and then on to the bridge which brot 
him in sight of the station and the arriving train 
that carried the mail. Paddy hastened and 
looked uneasy as something told him to hurry 
home.

The clouds gathered and formed a treacher
ous darkness and the snow fell like large ptar
migan feathers. Suddenly the sky cleared to 
bring forty below weather and the wind blew to 
assure a calamity to the surrounding country. 
Later dawn came to display great high drifts 
and crooked or absent chimneys. Within a 
few days the impertinent young man referred to, 
read an account from a newspaper. “ Paddy de-' 
fies all difficulties. DuO to the recent storm 
there has been a great loss of mail. The Circle 
mail carrier and his pack horse perished in the 
storm but four miles from Chatanika. All the 
Olnes mail was burned to save the carrier’s life; 
Paddy, the Fairbanks Creek mail carrier made 
fifteen miles in the worst of the blizzard bring-' 
ing the mail in safe and sound.”

Continued on Page 19
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ONWARD!

Day by day the development of The Farth
est North College proceeds, and that develop
ment may not be measured alone in terms of 
size. Iti must be measured by the increase in 
its functions—scholastic,' social and general. The 
students, the faculty, the whole college is imbued 
with the spirit of progress, and it is mainly be
cause the Collegian is an important factor in this 
advancement that we are striving to establish 
it, as a medium of expression for the college.

With the increase in.size of the student 
body and the increase in efficiency of the Col
legian staff, this issUe of the Farthest North Col
legian has been produced with much greater fac
ility than that of its predecessor. The Colleg
ian cannot expect or hope for more hearty and 
enthusiastic support than was accorded its first 
issue, but it can endeavor to fulfill even better 
the purpose for which it was promoted. It is 
rather difficult to say just how that purpose 
may best be acomplished, but- with the forbear
ance of its supporters the Collegian hopes to 
satisfy those who are interested in the Farthest 
North College and in Alaska.

We feel certain that if the Farthest North 
Collegian is to be “ put across” successfully it 
must be something more than a mere college 
publication; it must have an appeal broad 
enough to reach the people of Alaska as a whole. 
This is possible through its relation to the Col
lege. And the College is an institution abso
lutely dependent upon the Territory for its de
velopment. Therefore, it must not be an insti
tution. of Fairbanks nor of the Alaskan hinter
land merely; it must draw its students from 
the ranks of every high school in this great 
Northland. In doing this the Alaska Agricul

tural College and School of Mines must of neces
sity compete with the great universities of the 
States, and to compete successfully, thei advan
tages, the resources, the possibilities* of the Far
thest North College must be known to every po
tential college student in the Territory. The 
people of Fairbanks are well acquainted with the 
advantages of our college. Last fall every 
graduate of the Fairbanks- High School in the 
class of ’23 matriculated here. Besides these 
freshmen we also have half a dozen or- more up
per classmen who started their college work in 
various universities in the States but who have 
come to realize that their best interests lie here, 
in their own country, and in their own school.

With the increase in enrollment and the 
more definite establishment of the functions of 
the College there has come a great increase in 
the student activities. Athletics and social 
events have been developed so that they provide 
entertainment and a pleasurable outlet for the 
surplus energy of the students. Rather they 
surplus energy of the students. These diversions, 
however, have not yet reached the proportions 
where they detract from the scholastic efficiency 
of the student. Rather they tend to make him 
more keen, quick, alert in the performance of 
his work, make him more enthusiastic regarding 
his Alma Mater.

THREE GLIMPSES 
What if the Russians had had airplanes 

when they were here? Oh, well, they didn’t. 
Yes, but what if they had? Suppose old Alex
ander Baranof had been clicking along over the 
valley they called the Tennah; what would he 
see? You all answer, “ Woods.” Of course, 
and that big silver snake, the “ Tennah,” per
haps the tiny smokes of an Indian village, and 
everywhere the black-green of spruces and the 
grey-green of willows—if it were spring there 
would gleam the heliotrope of awakening birch
es along the palisades of the river and the range 
peaks in the south would be very white and 
sharp. Baranof would think it a goodly coun
try, very wild, and probably good for fur.
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In 1923 when our aviator skims along I 
wonder how the scene has changed. He cer
tainly doesn’t see dense forests everywhere, be
cause too many river steamers and log cabins 
were fed from the sides of the silver snake dur
ing the stampede days. There are a good many 
smokes rising along those shores and they are 
more pretentious smokes than Baranof would 
have seen. There are other snakes, too, tracing 
that valley, brown ones with black bugs crawling 
along them, and they all seem to converge on an 
island. There is a village on this island, bigger 
than any Indian village; Nudella the Indians 
called it, the white men who built it called it 
Fairbanks. It is marked like a checkerboard; 
and. flaring to the south and leading from it is 
a . straight gleaming ribbon, and what are the 
smooth patchwork quilt squares along the roll
ing hills? Farms, of course, and the shining 
ribbon is a railroad. Yes, they say that “ civ
ilization,” is coming into the valley^ (they call 
the silver snake ‘Tanana’ now) , and that golden, 
glittering down below is the sun playing on the 
windows of a  new college!

We looked back to I860 ; we should be able 
to glimpse forward to 1950 : This is the newest
kind of blimp we are flying along in. Remem
ber the funny ones they used in ’25, When they 
first carried mail that way ? There is the belov
ed old Tanana Valley below us—pretty, isn’t it, 
but so different! Just think,* how we used to 
tramp through the flat to College with ravens 
flying over our heads, and rabbits scurrying 
away through the thick brush, and squirrels 
scolding from the cottonwoods. It is all so 
smooth now—must be a golf links:. That tall 
thing is the grain elevator,, I suppose, and the 
long building on the bank, the blueberry can
nery. They say it is doing well and some of the 
college kids work there during vacations. Re
member how some folks complained that the 
College was too far from town, when it was 
built ? And now the town has almost grown
out to meet the campus; Ester Road looks like 
an attractive residence street. : I t ’s nice they 
left plenty, of trees, as the town grew; looks

quite lovely and artistic, with the river winding 
through it, don’t you think? And the College! 
Looks like a whole village—I bet we never 
thought our old hill could put on such an ap
pearance. And doesn’t the old building look tiny, 
beside the new concrete one? It is sorta like 
coming back to the old homestead, to see it 
again; makes one feel rather queer. But dear 
me, we wanted it to grow; we wanted it to grow 
in every good way, and now, looking down on 
it there, and thinking what its graduates are do
ing in near places and far places, it seems like 
a dream come true, doesn’t it?

The College Register contains the signatures 
of many distinguished visitors who have come 
to interior Alaska. One may turn through the, 
pages and find the hand writing of the late Pres
ident Harding, Secretaries Hoover, Work and 
Wallace, Speaker Gillett, Governor Scott Bone, 
S. Hall Young, the Alaskan writer; Delegate Dan 
Sutherland, J, Underwood, T. M. Edison, son 
of the inventor, Count Szechenyi, sometime am
bassador to the United'States from Hungary, 
and many Congressmen.

Seven are now registered in the Farmers’ 
Short Course: witness, those who think “ Agri
cultural College” as applied to the institution is 
a joke.

PADDY’S DUTY  
Continued from P age 17

Paddy was known to be a dog only by. the 
Creek people, but had the newspaper .editor 
known, he surely would have had a brilliant 
story. This is what the young man thought 
as his. eyes fell upon a half-written complaint 
concerning the name of Paddy, and addressed 
to the head of the Post Office Department. He 
glanced at the paper again, then slowly rising 
tore the complaint .into pieces and put them in 
the fire. They blazed up and were burned 
with one little draft while Paddy was dreaming 
pleasantly in his bed of hay.
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Corralling Caribou—a Wilder West Sport
By JIJLE LOFTUS

HE WILD HORSE of Arizona and New 
Mexico that learned to roll in the cac
tus to shake from its back the over- 
zealous punchers who persisted in 

wrapping cowhide-clad feet around slim and 
ticklish flanks that had never been ripped with 
the spur, were bad no doubt .But their only de
sire was to get loose from the rope or rider. Now, 
if when these ponies were first roped they could 
have turned on their captors and charged them 
with lowered heads carrying several feet of horns 
covered with sharp points, I believe that the wild 
horses would still be roaming the plains of the 
Southwest States even at this late time. The 
caribou is just that animal: he has the kicking 
and striking habits of the horse and in addition 
to this he carries a splendid head of horns. Cap
turing these animals for the purpose of cross
breeding with reindeer is a sport that should 
make the more Venturesome Western cow-punch- 
ers migrate from the too-civilized desert to the 
tundra.

During the hot months of July and August 
the caribou feed around the heads of streams 
and especially in places where patches of snow 
remain during the summer months. Mosquitoes 
and other insects tend to keep them in the higher 
places. The warble-fly, their most annoying en
emy, is chiefly active through these months. But 
it seents that animals feeding on windy mountain 
tops would be less subject to the attacks of these 
flies. Then again, as their horns are in velvet 
during those same months of summer and very 
tender, living in the timber, it is possible, would 
hamper their movements. Caribou are most 
easily corralled at this time because the cows 
and calves are feeding in small bands of from 
two to twenty and are not usually accompanied 
by the large bulls which become very annoying 
when locked in a corral with a few timid sour
doughs and a couple of calves that give splendid

demonstrations of the Brownian theory of mole
cular movement, bouncing from fence to fence. 
Experimenting can be carried on on a much 
larger scale if male caribou are procured and as 
a rule only bull calves are kept.

The corral with which the writer is familiar 
is situated on the Savage River within a mile and 
a half of the main divide between the Savage 
and the Sanctuary. Several deep-worn caribou 
trails are easily noticeable on the bars between 
the pass and the corral. This is the summer 
home of many of these animals in the general 
vicinity. The corral is composed of two long 
wing fences each of which is about six hundred 
yards long; here at the vertex of the V formed 
by the wings there is a swinging gate about sev
en feet high and twelve feet long. This gate 
when open gives access to the corral, which is 
circular, having a diameter of about sixty yards. 
At the end opposite the main entrance there is 
a small pen one rod square into which individu
als are driven for treatment such as dehorning 
and hobbling. A small chute serves as an exit 
from this, handling pen. After being taken 
from the pen the animals are picketed out near, 
camp.

From camp each mOrning the wranglers, 
would stroll to the look-outs in pairs, discussing ; 
as they went the attempts, of some volunteer 
cook at preparing breakfast. They would in
variably decide that he used sOda in the hot 
cakes as freely as a, i cook would use flour, and 
also that he gave the bacon a “ bum scald”, but 
as everyone knows, the best fed men become the 
chronic kickers. Bacon and hot cakes were for
gotten, however, as they approached the look
outs. From these positions on the hihsides near 
the ends of the wings the men could see all the 
surrounding country and rush down the hill to 
close the gap between the end of the wings at 
a signal from either side. The caribou usually 
noticed the fence. After they were well down
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in the V and at just the time the animals seemed 
doubtful as to which way to turn, yelling wrang
lers swooped down from the hills closing the gap 
and crowding them through the corral gate. Of
ten the animals would pitch headlong into the 
wing fences and be thrown back flat on the 
bar for a loss of one or two rods. Then into 
the corral and next the pen they would rush 
where they immediately received a thorough 
flailing from the various nooses hurled at them 
from every post in the pen fence where a punch
er could safely perch. The caribou can dodge 
very efficiently, and for this reason it sometimes 
required several minutes to get them stretched 
on the ground and securely trussed. An old 
dead fly that a spider had worked on cotad never 
have looked more helpless than did a caribou 
when hog-tied by the boys if they did not run 
short of rope. Because of a shortage of bull 
calves some old bulls had to be kept, and to pre
vent loss of life and damage to property they 
were promptly dehorned while down. The 
beam was sawed off just above the brow tine, and 
because of the large blood vessels under the vel
vet it was necessary to bandage the stumps to 
check the flow of blood. The brow tine3 were 
sawed off separately within an inch of the beam. 
They did not appear to suffer any from the de
horning, and it seemed to discourage them from 
charging to quite an extent. When finally un
wound and standing, they were each equipped 
with a pair of leather hobbles and a leather hal
ter to which their tie rope was fastened. The 
hobbles were fastened to the front legs, between 
the knees and the ankles, purposely causing the 
animal to jump instead of trot as is its habit. 
A pail of water and a sack of moss were always 
left with the animals when tied out. After be
ing fed Eagle Brand milk for a short while the 
calves became quite tame and would follow the 
feeder. Although caribou are naturally timid, 
the milk-fed and tamed animals are preferable 
in this experiment to the bulls captured when 
they are several years of age. An old bull when 
lassoed and approached within a rod’s distance

or so will charge without warning. Just re
cently a reindeer herder lassoed one that was 
mingling with a herd of deer, and before assis
tance could be summoned to aid in releasing the 
infuriated bull the herder was badly cut up.

Caribou and reindeer are very much alike 
in both looks and habits. In the reindeer there 
is a little variation in the color of their coats. 
Some deer are pure white while others are only 
partly so. People speak of caribou as belonging 
to one of two species, the larger being the Wood
land and the smaller the Barren-ground. This 
division may or may not be correct; the final 
classification has not as yet been definitely 
worked out.

But the important fact is that the average 
caribou will dress approximately fifty pounds 
more than the average reindeer. And since the 
reindeer is attacked by several diseases from 
which the caribou is seemingly immune, it is be
lieved that crossing these animals would improve 
the future reindeer stock. Great are the ex
pectations for the reindeer industry in the near 
future, and if improvements can be made on 
this stock which is the foundation of the indus
try, much credit will be due experiments of this 
sort.

A  ROMANCE OF COMMONPLACES 
Continued from P age 12

it is true, are slight, and their memory of it 
even is but fragmentary. That realm belongs 
properly to their parents—but there is another 
story, and a greater romance than any mere 
cheechako dare attempt.

THE COLLEGE EQUIPM ENT  
Continued from Page 15

a prosperous future. The policy of the A. A. 
C. and S. of M. has invited the commendation 
of many people of note and so the College 
stands today, small, but well-nigh perfectly 
equipped, a splendid example of modern meth
ods in education.
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In a Social Way
Socially speaking, this is the first year of 

our .college life ; the year of forming traditions, 
of choosing types of social activity.

First, there was the bonfire weenie-roast. 
All that sparkling bright autumn afternoon the 
boys of the Freshman class were toiling at the 
edge of the hill, dragging all manner of firewood 
up to the chosen spot. All afternoon the rest 
of us, from the college windows, watched that 
pile grow taller and taller, and by the time twi
light was falling and our guests beginning to 
arrive there was an air of excitement about the 
college halls. This was our first experience as 
hosts.

Down on the point of College Hill, looking 
out over the broad moonlit valley, the company 
was gathered. President Bunnell stood by, 
ready to send a fiery signal of our first college 
affair to the surrounding hills. Through the 
crowd eame silently six husky sophomores car
rying a long casket; they halted by the fire and 
while their preacher explained the sad story to 
the guests, the freshman flag, which but a little 
while hence had floated from the flagstaff, was 
cremated in the leaping flames of the Freshman 
bonfire.

To restore the spirits of the crowd it was 
necessary to furnish food. Of course it was hot 
dogs! Hot dogs have entered the realms of 
poetry. This is how President Bunnell’s toast 
has it :

I(Here’s to the howling malamute,
Most liked and licked of all the brutes, 
Consumers of everything made to eat, 
From fish and fritters to pickled pigs’ feet, 
In life you worry the musherman;
In death you fill a labeled can.:
Now by the ever-blazing log 
To you allegiance I pledge,

Hot Dog!”
Food was the main interest until the com

pany was invited into the new assembly hall for 
dancing. Here after a short time the party

wasi completely upset, disturbed, and the soph
omore members of it almost overcome by the 
spectacular entrance of the president of the 
freshman class accompanied by a goat—a goat 
highly ornamented with a large yellow “ ’26” 
and loudly proclaimed to be the peculiar prop
erty of the sophomores. Later on, the depar
ture of guests was accompanied by the wailing 
of the sorrowful beast in the woods below the 
college.

Almost every Wednesday morning the stu
dent body has gathered in the Mechanical Draw
ing room to discuss questions of the moment; 
matters which are to make the social history of 
the second year of the Farthest North College. 
Discussion has been consistently animated; a 
condition wholesome enough, in any organiza
tion. After the bonfire, the student body 
agreed on the real need of a piano in our social 
life. The idea grew, and the first step in its 
accomplishment was taken November 17th, when 
the college students were hosts at a basket so
cial and dance. No party could have been a 
greater success in all ways. First, the decora
tions, a monster azure and gold basket hanging 
in the center of the hall, from a false ceiling of 
the same , our own colors; college pennants 
adorning the walls ,the auctioneer’s booth hung 
with ribbons through which the dancers might 
catch tantalizing glimpses of beautiful baskets. 
Second, the crowd, which increased in good spir
its until the very last strain of melody. Third, 
and best, the basket sale—beyond all wildest 
hopes. Upstairs at midnight a happy crowd 
explored the contents of lovfely baskets—and 
found them good. After that the dance went 
on more merrily than ever, until 3 A. M. when, 
having pulled the false ceiling and the big basket 
about their ears, and tied their ankles up in ser
pentine, and the good music having absolutely 
stopped, our company did the only thing left 
to do, and departing, left college students to 

Continued on Pftgse 27
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CONCERNING MOONLIGHT 
Continued from  Page 13

As the afternoon, passes, the earth rotates 
eastward on its axis A—A; but the appearance 
is ; as though the sky instead rotates westward 
about the same axis. At noon the sun was on
ly a little above our horizon*; and consequently 
soOn dropped below it, a little west of south, 
whereupon, the moon (being opposite) rose 
aboye the horizon a little east of north. By 
midnight they are in the directions shown, the 
sun now at the right and the moon at the left, 
being opposite to each other as before. This 
effect of the rotation can be'seen if you fold the 
page along the line A—A, noticing that the axis 
of rotation is A-—A, that the College remains at 
C, and that the horizon of the College is always 
H—H, while the sun and moon move. Thus at* 
midnight the moon is high in the south and for 
many hours is above the horizon.

The moon seldom rises just when the sun 
sets because it is seldom exactly opposite to the 
sun; but when it is anywhere near full in win
ter, it shines for many hours as the sun does in 
summer.

The sun and the mOon are in the same rela
tion to eaeh other no matter what the latitude 
of the observer may be; but the difference ins the 
lengths of day and night, as regards both the 
sun and the moon, is much greater in the high 
latitudes.

Hence the northern winter nights have their 
long periods of moonlight that are a wonder to 
the newcomer.

THE SHORT COURSE 
The Short Course, work for miners and 

prospectors is not! treated half-heartedly. Those 
dissecting the work regard the Short Course as 
one of the most useful and tangible functions of 
the College. We venture the prediction that 
within a few years this work, which is now being 
developed and improved from day to day, will 
gain favorable recognition throughout the North
land.

Today, there are more, prospectors in Alas

ka than in the three Pacific Coast states com
bined, These men merit encouragement and 
aid, for otherwise, the tide of Alaska’s mineral 
industry must soon recede. Our SchoOl of 
Mines is establishing and extending close coop
eration with these men as rapidly as they can 
be reached. In a determined effort to gain 
leadership in this line of work we have broken 
free from precedents established in older insti
tutions and have stripped the Short Course work 
down to the fundamental principles which pros- 
peetors.should know in order to work most effec
tively. , These principles will not readily es
cape the memory of the prospector, for they are 
so practical in nature that they win his confi
dence and create a desire to test them oht.

Fifteen men are registered for the first 
course this year. They' are: William McConn, 
a placer operator from Ruby; James Tindall, 
Eric Burman and Raymond Sharp, prospectors 
from the district adjacent to Anchorage and 
Seward; E. M. Keys and son George, placer op
erators on Moose Creek (Mr. Keys is one of the 
Trustees of the College); John Nirich, prospeet- 
tor from the Livengood district; Clifford Mc
Clellan, placer operator from the Beaver Dis
trict; Henry Kunzmann who is registered from 
Union Hill,! New. Jersey f  John .Penovitch, Don 
Arled,. Clyde Irhig, David Arled, Zeph Risley 
and William Cook from the Fairbanks district.

Although the work is scheduled for half
day sessions only, many of the men become so 
engrossed' in the study that they devote full 
time to its This' is easily understood, for the 
men are provided with extensive, well-chosen 

• equipment and, too, they all plan to carry on 
prospecting or mining. operations next season 
and they ai-e determined to master the new ideas 
presented to them.

Two courses of 10 weeks each are offered 
during the year. The first is now in progress 
and the work .will be repeated , in the second 
course which opens January 31st. ,

Tuition is--free and- the total - cost of books 
and material consumed does not exceed $25.00 
for the full -course.
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A Cheechako’s Views on the Sled Dog
By JOHN M ’COMBE

HERE ARE FEW indeed who travel 
to the “ Land of the Midnight Sun” 
who have not heard a great deal about 
malamute or husky, Siberian or wolf 

dog and who are not keen to see a team of north
ern dogs in harness.

Ninety-nine out of a hundred lose interest 
in the sled dog after they have had a few rides, 
but the interest of the hundredth man is only 
sharpened by this introduction and he sets out 
to acquire a much greater knowledge of this ani
mal, generally with the ambition to have a team 
of his own. If he succeeds in this desire it is 
ten to one that he will want to go further and 
breed dogs so that he can raise a team from 
pups, for there is more satisfaction in owning a 
team that has been thus acquired than in own
ing ten teams bought outright. But whether a 
man owns a team or not he may always have the 
privilege of discussing the matter, for he needs 
only air a view or1 two regarding the “ howling 
brute” either in shanty, restaurant or hotel lob
by and he will find two or three ready to take 
up the opposite view, for there is no one subject 
argued about more in the Northland than the

respective merits of different breeds of dogs or 
of the sled dog in general.

There are times when those who breed sled 
dogs wish they had sought a more lucrative and 
less troublesome hobby. As a start, pups are 
not the easiest things to raise with the mercury 
standing, at times, considerably below zero. 
Probably the reader will wonder why this is so 
because it is not winter all year in Alaska, even 
though a few seem to think so. The question is 
easily answered. Bitches are bred, as a general 
rule, either during January or February so that 
they litter in March or April, when it is still 
quite cold; then the pups have a long summer 
ahead in which to grow big and strong enough to 
be broken to the harness in the fall. If they 
are at all hardy they will, with a little care, pull 
through any bad cold snaps, but they face a 
greater danger as the summer draws on—that 
of distemper. This dread disease is supposed 
to be contracted by dogs only through direct 
contact between animals but it is at least prob
able that if mosquitoes do not carry the disease 
directly they are at any rate responsible for caus 
ing a condition in the dogs that makes them very
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susceptible to it. ■ These pests, from the time 
spring ushers them in' till waning summer sees 
them depart, wage a relentless war against the 
dog. The pups suffer terribiy. Their eyes 
often become almost closed with local infection 
while the ears are affected in the same way. The 
young dogs grow thin, will not eat, are feverish 
and use up all their vitality in trying to dig 
themselves under the protection of mother 
earth. After the trials of spring and early 
summer, however, the pups have nothing to do 
but enjoy life till snow comes when they are

THE AUTHOR WITH A  TYPICAL MALAMUTE

suddenly snatched away from their life of ease 
to be broken to the harness.

In breeding dogs one would be foolish to 
waste time or incur expense unless bne.?had 
reasonably good stock to start with. At one 
time in the past there may have been a notice
able difference between, the three main breeds 
of Alaskan dogs but since that time there has 
been so much interbreeding with outside dogs 
.that it is a hard job to find a pure bred dog

whether he be malamute, husky or Siberian, 
much less to know the difference and I certain
ly do not myself /know, but I believe that Hud
son Stuck, former archdeacon of the Yukon and 
a great traveler of wide experience in the north, 
has handled the question in a most credible 
style. He says:

‘ ‘ There are two breeds of native dogs in 
Alaska, and a third that is usually spoken of as 
such. The malamute is the Eskimo dog; and 
for want of a better name is called Siwash. 
Many years ago the Hudson Bay voyageurs bred 
some selected strains of imported dogs with the 
Indian dogs of those parts, or else did no more 
than carefully select the best individuals of the 
native species and bred from them exclusively 
—it is variously stated—and that is the accepted 
origin of the husky. The malamute and the 
husky are the two -chief sources of the white 
man’s dog teams, though cross breeding with 
setters and pointers, hounds of various sorts, 
mastiffs, Saint Bernards and Newfoundlands, 
has resulted in a general admixture of breeds, 
so that the work dogs of Alaska are a heteroge
neous lot today. It should also be stated that 
the terms malamute and husky are very general
ly eonfused and often used interchangeably.”

In speaking of the malamute Hudson Stuck 
says: “ The malamute, the Alaskan Eskimo
dog, is precisely the same dog as found among 
the natives of Baffin’s Bay and Greenland. 
There was never animal better‘adapted to.en
vironment than the malamute dog. His coat, 
while it is not fluffy or the hair long, is. yet so 
dense and heavy that it affords him a perfect 
protection against the utmost severity of cold. 
His feet are tough and clean, and do not readily 
accumulate snow between the toes .;(.the main 

, trouble with the Outside dog) and do not there
fore easily get sore. He js hardy and thrifty 
and does well on less food than the mixed 
.breeds,-'while he will eat anything. ”

, ’ In regard to the husky Mr.- Stuck contin
ues: “ The husky is a long, rangy dog, with 
more- body and longer legs than the malamute
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and with a shorter coat. The coat is very thick 
and dense, however, and furnishes a sufficient 
protection. A good spirited husky will carry 
his tail erect like a malamute, but the ears 
are not permanently pricked up; they are mo
bile. He is, perhaps, the general preference 
among dog drivers in the Interior, but has not 
the graceful distinction of appearance of the 
malamute. ’ *

The Siberian dogs originated along the Ber
ing Sea coast line and it still remains their 
stronghold as they are absolutely unfit for work 
in the interior. They are a much smaller dog 
than the malamute or husky and their one good 
trait is that they have remarkable speed, with 
the going at all good; however, when it comes 
to real work or hard going, they are quite use
less.

There is a more or less general opinion on 
the Outside that all the sled dogs of the north 
are at least half wolves. This view has no foun
dation or truth. True, there are a few so-call
ed wolf dogs, but they are few, and are at the 
most only quarter bred wolf or more likely an 
eighth or sixteenth; I have never heard of it 
but believe it possible that a half wolf can be 
broken to the harness. It was this belief that 
made my brother and I invest in a pure bred 
timber wolf bitch, dug out of the hole by the 
Indians near Tanana Crossing. We intend to 
breed her in the spring to the best malamute 
procurable, and if successful we will have every 
opportunity of testing our theory. It is an 
open question whether the wolf strain is a pre
dominating factor in breeding the best possible 
sled dogs, the main point of contention being: 
“ Does the speed and endurance due to the wolf 
strain offset the trouble caused by the cunning, 
mean, fighting nature running in the wolf 
blood ? ” -' ,1 think it does because it gives a per
fect appearance as,well as speed and endurance; 
perhaps a flop-eared old hound will work as wil
lingly and as well as any wolf dog, but if their 
ratio of working power is equal, then ten to one. 
the buyer would take the wolf dog every time

because he looks the part; yes, it is undoubtedly 
the case nine times out of ten.

There are three main types of sleds used in 
Alaska. The old and now little used type of 
Hudson Bay sled is no more than the ordinary 
toboggan, but it shows its superiority over the 
other types when deep soft snow is encountered. 
The plain runner type of double-ender with 
runners turned up symmetrically at each end is 
used a great deal in freighting, as a load may be 
placed on it easier and more firmly than on the 
basket sled. The basket sled is the most popu
lar. sled in use and it may be spoken of as the 
dog carriage as it is always used for human 
transportation;, it is called basket sled from the 
fact that it is equipped with sides made out of 
rawhide and sloping up from the runner level at 
the front to a height of about two to two and one 
half feet at the rear where handles are placed 
as a means of guidance. The sled may be guid
ed easily by these handles if the going is good, 
but one must fall back to the “ gee” pole method 
of levering from the front end when the going 
is heavy.

In harnessing the dogs three methods may be 
used, depending on the conditions of travel. 
Each has its advantages. For teams of over 
four dogs the tow line is generally used. Here 
the dogs are paired on either side of the tow 
line, which is fastened directly to the sled, and 
are connected to each other by means of whipple 
trees exactly as horses are hitched ; in this type 
of harness either double or a single lead may be 
used. For teams under four dog harnessing in 
tandem is  the method adopted; by this means 
the dogs are directly in front of one another 
and are hitched together by tugs—the tugs of 
the dog in front being fastened to the traces or 
collar of the one directly behind. The last 
method is that which is used almost exclusively 
in the Hudson Bay district. It is known as 
“ fan” harnessing, each dog running freely, in
dependent of the others and having a direct tow 
line hitched to a common ring at the front of, 
the sled. The position of the dogs in the team
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is controlled by the length of each dog’s tow line, 
the leader having the longest line while the dogs 
on the “ wheel” have comparatively short lines. 
This method of harness, although there is a 
great loss of working power by it, was adopted 
where teams traveled a great deal on eoast ice, 
so that if one dog went through a fissure it gave 
the other dogs and the sled a chance to get 
clear. In  the musher’s parlance, the dog or 
dogs directly behind the “ lead” are said to be 
on the “ swing,” while the dog or dogs nearest 
the sled are said to be on the “ wheel. ’ ’

A great many contend that the dog has 
seen his day, and that it is now time that his 
place in. transportation should be filled by some 
method that is not quite so hard on the game 
supply of the country. Even though we grant 
that at times and under certain conditions a 
great deal of game is killed to feed dogs, it must 
be conceded that the northern dog has played his 
part bravely and faithfully in the opening up 
and developing the country, and it is a shame 
to see him interbred to extinction, or outlawed 
by game laws made to suit the tourist or the 
wealthy big game hunter. Horse racing, the 
sport of kings, owes a deal of its popularity and 
its right to hold premier position in the sport
ing world to the fact that it brought out the 
best in horses and, although the day of the horse 
as a worker, is now said to be past, I think it 
will be many years before the public will tire of 
the race horse, which furnishes so much pleasure, 
and allow' him to slip into the blackness of ob
scurity. So, I hope, it will be with the sled dog. 
And even though his days as a worker, and his 
usefulness in transportation be nearly done, yet 
his day as a part of that world which humanity 
calls “ sport” may be just commencing. I hope 
too, that in the near1 future dog-racing may be 
gaining in public favor. The Hudson Bay Dog 
Derby has long been, and still is, the greatest dog 
race in the world, but “ mushingT’ is now gaining 
popularity in both the Eastern United States 
and Canada, though it will take a long time for 
the sport to gain ground without a source of sup

ply for good sled dogs. If the Outside takes up 
dog-racing, then the Outside will naturally look 
to the North to supply good strains of dogs. At 
present the North is not overcrowded with good 
dogs and there are certainly not enough to sup
ply an outside demand; but if there were a 
steady market for good sled dogs, there is no 
doubt that there would be many only too glad to 
breed dogs as a means of profit. If this should 
come about there would then be a great incen
tive to the breeding of really good strains of sled 
dogs, and the beginning of an era for a fine out- 
of-doors sport—and the future of the sled dog 
rests upon that.

IN A SOCIAL WAY
(Continued fi;om Page Twenty-two)

chortle in glee over the success of their first 
party, and to bless the people of the town for 
genuine cooperation.

May the people of all Alaska, as well as 
Fairbanks, realize that this College on the hill 
is their for good or ill, and for all time—and 
may the association continue a mutually happy 
one. We want the people of Alaska to know 
that we know we are here to serve as well as 
receive, and we want them never to have to give 
us more than we deserve, of help or interest.

A glimpse into the past activities of many 
of our Short Course miners proves that it is be
ing realized more and more that technical train
ing is a necessary adjunct to actual experience, 
in the mining game, as in others. Many of the 
Short Course men have followed stampedes from 
the Dawson days to now, and had various in
teresting experiences in all parts of Alaska, 
others have played the game in mining regions 
far away. Now they are all eagerly taking ad
vantage of technical knowledge offered by the 
College Short Courses.

The Department of Botany has recently 
received specimens of twenty-five native flowers 
from the Kobuk River district, ,
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Personal appearance
HAS A LOT TO DO WITH THE 

WAY YOU FEEL 
B Y  W EARIN G  

Betty Wales Dresses Gage Hats 
Cantilever Shoes jKayser Silk Hosiery 

you are correctly dressed.

Gordon’s

The Jolly Three
DON ARLED CLYDE IHRIG 

Piano Saxaphone 
BILLY ROOT 

Drums

OUR AIM 
Quality, not Quantity

General Repairing - Cars for Hire

Johnston’s Garage

Warm Storage for Autos 
Open Day and Night

First and Noble Phone 26-b 
FAIRBANKS

Hinckley’s
The Pioneer Dairy of Fairbanks

Fresh Dairy Products from 
Pedigreed Holstein Cows

PHONE 170

Garden Island 
Restaurant

QUALITY—SERVICE

FRANK E. R0LFE, Propr. 

GARDEN ISLAND, Fairbanks

HEATING PLUMBING 
SHEET METAL

W. H. Gilcher

FAIRBANKS

Palace Bath
4th Ave.; ' N ext to Gordon’s

Tub, 50c; Steam, 50c; Shower, 50c 
Scrubs, $2.00; Turkish, $3.00 
Children, -with Parents, 25c a Bath

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

P. L’HEUREUX, Proprietor

Sheldon’s Garage
AUTO REPAIRING 
Dow Metal Pistons

Makes your Ford Engine run like a 
Cadillac.

CARSFOR HIRE
With or Without Drivers 

CORNER 1ST AND NOBLE
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Lewis & Bliss
Anchorage, Alaska

Building Contractors

Building Materials of All Kinds

No charges for plans or estimates All work guaranteed

Independent Lumber Company
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 

Largest Stock of Rough and Unfinished Lumber in Alaska

The Golden Heart of Alaska
also has a stomach.

GIVE IT TREATMENT AT

THE MODEL CAFE
Knuppe, Youle and Burglin 

FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
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SAMSON HARDWARE COMPANY

J. E. BARRACK, Manager.

Mining Machinery and Supplies

Agents for Ford, Buick and Willys-Overland Automobiles

Supplies for Prospecting & Mine Sampling
Blowpipe Outfits, Mineral Sets, Sample Sacks, Sample En

velopes, Gold Pans, Sieves, Prospector’s Picks, Samcles 
CRUSHERS PULVERIZERS GRINDERS

CRUCIBLES MUFFLES SCORIFIERS
COMPLETE ASSAY OUTFITS

FURNACES

and

BURNERS

FOR
GASOLINE 

and 
CRUDE OIL

SAN FRANCISCO

BRAUN-KNECHT- HEIMANN-CO. 
Laboratory Supplies and Chemicals

CALIFORNIA



A Department Store—
EVERYTHING FOR EVERYBODY 

THE BEST IN DEPENDABLE MERCHANDISE 
AT RIGHT PRICES

The headline of this advertisement tells the standing pol
icy of this store in one sentence. We guarantee this to 
every patron. Your every household need will be met 
here in a most satisfactory manner. We treat our 'cus
tomers so they will be pleased to come again.

Our prices are interesting1 to those 
who love to economize

Northern Commercial Company
OF ALASKA

An Ad for Ads—

The Farthest-North Collegian
Is one of the most effective advertising mediums for reach

ing the people of Alaska.

This Issue will be read by 5,000 people.

It reaches ninety per-cent of the hotels, mining camps and
roadhouses in the Territory.

Write for advertising rates.



Alaska Agricultural College
and

School of Mines
" FAIRBANKS, ALASKA

A TERRITORIAL INSTITUTION

OFFERS FOUR YEAR COURSES LEADING TO 
DEGREES IN

AGRICULTURE 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

I , CIVIL ENGINEERING 
GENERAL SCIENCE 
HOME ECONOMICS 
GEOLOGY AND MINING 
MINING ENGINEERING 
METALLURGY

PRACTICAL SHORT COURSES FOR:
The Housewife 
The Farmer
The Prospector and Miner

TUITION IS FREE

For Information Write 
CHARLES E. BUNNELL, President


